ABSTRACT. Current article describes a mathematical model for throwing burning wood material out of a main body of fire with a help of wind. A problem is solved by numerical way and it is given some of results, which are received during numerical experiment.
Forest fires are the most spread disasters especially during summer months in Bulgaria and in many other countries with temperate climate, and with big wood massive. Hundred thousand hectares wood and sowing are burnt during this summer in Bulgaria and Vietnam.
The fires are results from natural factors (thunder storms, high temperatures etc.) or from human carelessness and irresponsibility. These fires cause enormous pollution and damages. There is wind very often in mountain country and that helps spreading the fires. The wind raises and brings the burning branches out of the fire and very often puts them on behind people, who put out it, that's why spring up new fires . Reporters very often announce about new main bodies of the fire, which are spring up behind the fireman.
The current research is m~de because of the actuality of the problem and because of the enormous pollution and damages, which the fire causes.
Mathematical model
The problem is reduced to a non-isothermal two-phase turbulent jet, which is created over the main body of the fire and goes vertically up with initial w 0 speed is proportional to the fire's power w 0 = k · Q This convective jet has very big kinetic energy and can bring up pieces from burning materials. Burning branches, which are brought up by the swift-flowing flows, are accepted as second phase of mixtures. It is accepted that the burning branches don't change their configurations during their fly until they fall on the earth . .
There is a relative movement around the burning pieces and that's why it can not be extinct and it will be a potential source of the next fire. Most of the forests are in mountain places, where there is wind. The difference of the temperatures can cause wind too.
The model includes the movement of a piece from admixture (it is famous from the literature as Lagrange's method [2) , [3] ) and the gas flow created by the fire.
The wind creates second gas flow and this gas flow is directed under definite angle towards the burning object. The co-ordinate system, which we use, is presented in Fig. 1 : the axis x and y are in the horizontal field, the axis z is perpendicular to them. The mathematical model is made with following assumptions: -The power of the fire is constant all over the horizontal field x -y; -The height of the fire's main body by axis z direction becomes with translation of his main body and the equation (1.1) becomes:
where z 0 is the height of the fire's main body over the earth; -The wind's direction is accepted as three-dimensional vector Vg = Vg(ug, vg, wg); -It is possible to render an account for wind's stratification, which is very big in vertical field ; -The burning branch is a cylinder with length f, and diameter DP, which have influence on aero-dynamical resistance coefficient CR [3] 
where: S -Midel's section: if the burning branch is taken out horizontally: S = Dp . f.; if it is vertically: s = ( 7r . n;) I 4; mp -The burning branche's weight, mp = ppf!.( 7r · n;) / 4; pg -Density of air at the surroundings temperature; p -Density of air at the fire temperature; DP -Diameter of the burning branch.
The system of ordinary differential equations (1.4) -;-(1.6) is solved by RungeKuta's method with our own computer program and the initial conditions are strictly followed: For all cases it is accepted that the temperature in the main body of the fire is T = 673 K and the temperature of the environment out of the fire is T = 293 K (Temperature equal to 20°C can be considered for normal for mountain in Bulgaria). In accordance to this p 9 and p will equal 0.524 and 1.205 kg/m 3 , respectively. It is necessarily to be said that the input information is arbitrary, the aim of that is to be shown the model and the program for its capacity. The results of the numerical experiment are shown in fig. 2a -h, for the 5 cases with different diameters and lengths of the burning branch and for different velocity of the wind.
The basic conclusions are: a) The smaller burning branch are taken further for the same velocity of the wind.
b) The wind helps for carrying away the burning pieces and that's why it is possible to burn out a new fire.
On fig. 2a -c a dependence of the length of the burning branch on the velocity of the wind is shown. The wind takes out the burning branch more difficult when it's length is bigger (when f = 0.2 m and u 9 = 25 m/s the burning branch is taken out on 34 m by axis x, but when f = 0.5 m and u 9 = 25 m/s the burning branch is taken out on only 22 m by axis x) .
On fig. 2d -f it is shown that the influence of the wind is much bigger than the influence of burning branch's length. When the velocity of the w~nd is higher the wind will take out the bur:r:iing branch further and further (when u 9 = 10 m/s and f = 0.5 m -the burning branch is taken out on 13 m by axis x, but when u 9 = 25 m/s and f = 0. 5 m -the burning branch is taken out on 22 m by axis x).
All six figures show that the influence of the wind is bigger than the influence of the length of the burning branch. (Fig. 2a) , 0.3m (Fig. 2b) and 0.5 m (Fig. 2c); u 9 = lOm/s--+ ; u 9 = 15m/s--+ ++++++; u 9 = 25m/s--+ ------- Fig. 2d -f: Q = 50kW ; DP = 0.03m; u 9 = lOm/s (Fig. 2d), 15m/s(Fig. 2e ) and 25m/s (Fig. 2f) ; On fig. 3 it is shown the case when the main body of the fire is taken up by axis z respectively on 3 m and 6 m. 
Conclusion
We can say that t 1 e model in this researching is smaller the model of real fire. We accept that the burning is at the level of the earth but trees are tall and very 191 often the beginning of the fire is at some meters from the earth. Our program allows to put the main body of the fire at some height.
The problems from this kind can be solved with help of the program and it allows to change all parameters , which influence on this unpleasant phenomenon.
